The Rego Performance
Monitoring Base Kit
Pinpoint performance deficiencies with
Performance Monitoring portlets.
The base kits in regoFoundation’s PPMExpress are built on core best practices we’ve refined for over a decade.
Our PPM engagements span 400+ customers and include thousands of development requests. Rego Base Kits are
the fastest, most cost-effective way to implement the widest array of Project and Portfolio Management solutions.
Implementing these items collectively has saved organizations thousands of dollars.
Every CA PPM instance has a couple of pages and portlets that don’t run as fast as we
would like, and long load times can lead to usage problems. The Rego Performance
Monitoring Base Kit is loaded with 7 portlets to identify performance gaps. Beginning
with an in-depth look at usage across the application—based on the actual user
experience—our team will show you where to get started.

What’s Included:
Rego-Developed Portlets
Log Analysis Summary:

Long Running Pages:

This portlet summarizes daily session activity with average
sessions, average actions, peak sessions (cluster), and peak
sessions (node). See system activity by functionality and
distinct sessions by hour and day of the week.

Two portlets display the average response time, max
time, and number of executions in your environment by
page. Click on the page name to drill down to the detail,
which is useful for determining whether the average is
due to constant slow pages or one long session. Detail
shows each page access, time, user, and session ID.

Average Action Time by Hour:
This portlet, which is also useful for determining database
and application health, displays a comparison of
functionality by hour, so you can identify issues reducing the
average action time across the day.
Functionality by Hour:
See counts of core functionality usage by hour for the
filtered timeframe, whether Project Management,
Timesheets, Resource Management, Portfolio, Financials, or
Ideas.

Page Filter:
This portlet contains a page level filter that allows
administrators and the PMO to apply date ranges to all
portlets on the page simultaneously.
User Action Trace:
Select any user and/or session ID and see every action
that was taken. Shows date, time, and if the action was
POST or GET.

Rego Strategy
Performance portlets provide real value only when they’re on a production load environment.
Rego guides can supply training and result analysis via web share and provide guidance viewing the detailed results
of performance portlet outputs to help determine what items need further action and which ones can be ignored.

Rego’s Performance Monitoring Base Kit will help you pinpoint
deficiencies before they become issues.

Pricing Information
The Rego Performance Monitoring Base Kit is priced as a one-time cost. The portlets come
with a block of hours to cover installation and set-up into two environments via a Studio
Content Pack, as well as validation on test and assistance with initial analysis production.
# of CA PPM Users

Performance Monitoring Base Kit

0-99

$1,000

100-499

$2,000

500-2,999

$2,000

3,000 and Up

$2,000

Other Base Kits Offered by Rego
•
•
•
•

Administrative
Adoption Metrics
Demand Management
Financial Management

•
•
•
•

Performance Monitoring
Portfolio Management
Project Scheduling
Resource Management

• Resource Management—Advanced
• Time Tracking

For more information contact your Rego Consulting account
manager or visit www.regoconsulting.com/foundations

